8 Mobile Forms Every
Field Service & Construction
Operation Needs
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Introduction

Type something
Every day, construction and field service businesses use a large number of forms
to capture and record job site, employee, and business data. When relying on
traditional paper forms and manual processing workflows, many teams struggle
with form delivery delays, illegible handwriting, missing forms and data, and
frequent human error – making it difficult to ensure that collected data is
complete and accurate.
Mobile forms empower field service and construction teams to digitize their
existing forms and processes, eliminating the need for paper forms and manual
form delivery. Leveraging mobile forms helps teams run a leaner operation, save
time, avoid error, and capture more comprehensive, complete data. This eBook
highlights the 8 essential mobile forms field service and construction teams
should be utilizing, both on the job site and in the back-office, including their
key-features and use cases.
www.goformz.com
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Job Proposal Form
Present customers with highly professional digital Job Proposals, that can be
instantly authorized and signed. Digital Job Proposals can be easily equipped
with Automatic Calculations, eliminating the need for tedious manual
calculations and ensuring projected totals are highly accurate. Image fields can
be used to directly input photographs of project locations and details. Once
submitted, digital Job Proposals can be instantly routed to an input customer
email address, back-office teams, and more. If at any point during the job there
is a dispute regarding the original agreement, you can instantly access to the
original document, featuring the appropriate time stamp and details – granting
both the client and the company representative peace of mind.
KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Instant calculations
Image fields
Date fields
Table fields
Automated email
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Work Order
“GoFormz has made life easier because Work Order forms don’t get lost
anymore. We have the workflow setup that when a form is completed it
immediately comes over via email.”
-James Crotty, Head of IT Services, Atlas Acon Electric

Work Orders are used by businesses to record important customer details, job
details, and associated costs for labor, services, and materials needed to
complete the work. Use a mobile version of a work order form to automate
these calculations as you type them into your mobile device, providing you with
instant and accurate data every time. Mobile Work Order forms can be used to
instantly calculate totals and organize line items within customizable Table
fields. With Automated Workflows, your Work Order form can instantly email
copies of completed forms to supervisors, partners, and clients – accelerating
processing and communication.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auto-Fill fields
Date fields
Signature fields
Text fields
Table fields
Automated email
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Jobsite Inspection form
Jobsite Inspection forms are used to record findings from a visual
examination of a piece of equipment, vehicle, or a job site as a whole. Digital
Jobsite Inspection forms organize these findings within a centralized
framework, making it easier to centralize and review critical safety data. This
data can be further augmented with Image fields and GPS data, adding visual
context to input information. Finally, critical fields can be made Required,
ensuring important information is input before a form can be submitted.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Required fields
Image fields
Date fields
Table fields
Automated email
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Invoice form
GoFormz makes it easy to complete and share professional digital Invoices
with customers –– expediting payments, improving accuracy, and elevating
client communications. Provide a professional breakdown of project line
items, like labor and services, by including a customizable Table equipped
with instant Calculations in your digital Invoice. You can even automatically
route Invoices to customers, partners and colleagues, and enable progress
notifications, via custom, Automated Workflows.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Instant calculations
Date fields
Table fields
Automatic Tagging
Automated email
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Employee Timesheet
Streamline payroll workflows, reduce human error, and track overtime hours,
with digital Timesheets. Your digital Employee Timesheets can be easily
equipped with Table fields, instant Calculations, Signature fields, and
Required fields, to simplify the input of shift data. Your digital Timesheets can
even be Pre-Populated with employee data based on a User, Group, or Drop
Down menu selection. With Date and Time fields, your employees can easily
input hours worked, with a quick tap. Once submitted, completed digital
Timesheets can be instantly Tagged with an employee, department, or job
name.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instant Calculations
Date & Time fields
Table fields
Automated email
Automated Tagging
Required fields
Signature fields
Database fields
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The Jobsite Incident Report
When workplace incidents and illnesses occur, ensure your job site is
equipped to efficiently report back critical details. Digital forms enable your
team to instantly generate Injury & Illness Reports on the job site. These
digital reports make it easy to capture incident Images and annotate them
with Sketch fields to highlight key details. GPS data and Maps can be used to
precisely pinpoint the incident location. Leveraging Conditional Logic, if
specific fields, like Checkboxes, corresponding fields can be made Required,
Visible, or even change color. Electronic Signatures make it easy for witnesses
and supervisors to sign-off on reports, which once completed, can be instantly
routed to Human Resources, medical teams, legal teams, uploaded to
connected systems, and more.
Job Site Incident Report

KEY FEATURES

Injury & Illness Report

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Image fields
GPS & Maps
Date fields
Sketch fields
Signature fields
Conditional Logic
Automated email

Westview Pipeline Inspection

400 Grove Drive, Suite #300

safety@wpinspection.com

908-709-8236

John Smith

444

02/26/21

Inspector

908-688-2834

Anne Reynolds

12:45 PM

X

East Brunswick Site

X

Anne Reynolds

908-977-2283

Tripped over wiring, resulting in minor sprain to right wrist

Regular inspection

X

St. Paul

Hazardous wiring present on site, not accounted for in pre-work inspection.
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Employee Evaluation form
Creating, conducting and filing employee evaluations can be time-consuming.
Digitizing Employee Evaluation forms can help streamline the process,
accelerating form completion, routing, and record-keeping. Your digital
Employee Evaluations can be easily equipped with Likert Scales, Checkboxes,
and Table fields, to make evaluation data input a simple task. Employee
information, like their address and contact details, can be automatically
populated based on a Drop Down menu selection, eliminating the need for
redundant data entry. Once completed, digital Employee Evaluations can be
instantly Tagged with an employee name, routed to supervisors, or uploaded
to connected systems.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Likert Scale
Checkboxes
Table fields
Drop Down menus
Automated email
Automatic Tagging
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Request for Time Off form
Digital Request for Time Off forms can be used to rapidly submit time off
requests from any location – no paper forms required. Digital Request forms
can be instantly populated with a user’s information when generated,
accelerating form completion. Leveraging Table fields, requested dates off can
be included in clear, organized line items. Once submitted dgital Request
forms can be instantly routed to supervisors, human resources, payroll, and
more. Your completed forms can even be Tagged with the employee name or
uploaded to a connected system, streamlining processing. The real-time nature
of digital Request for Time Off forms allows supervisors to rapidly review,
approve, and respond to requests.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table fields
Date fields
Time fields
Auto-fill fields
Automated email
Automated Tagging
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Share Fillable Forms with
Clients & Subcontractors
With the GoFormz Public Forms feature, links to your forms can be easily shared
with clients, subcontractors, job applicants, and other individuals outside of your
account, for to be filled out and completed from any location. This functionality
makes it easy to collect authorizations, customer feedback, health screenings, and
other critical data, without manual form delivery, postage, or rekeying collected
forms. Once submitted, forms are available for review and processing in real-time,
accelerating daily business processes like billing.
The Public Forms feature makes it easy to collaborate with subcontractors and
key-players on the job site – learn more about getting started with Public
Forms.

www.goformz.com
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Getting Started with GoFormz
1

Upload a PDF or JPG of your paper form to GoFormz

2

Make it smart and dynamic in the GoFormz Template Editor

3

Fill out your digital forms using the GoFormz mobile app

…or start from scratch using our ‘List View’ builder

Add digital fields, simple logic, automatic events, and more

Available on iOS, Android, and Windows
(Optional) Share editable forms with users outside of your organization
Use Public Forms to share forms and collect data from anyone

4

Report on data in real-time, route data to other apps, and more

Check out the GoFormz Quickstart Guide for more info on getting started!
www.goformz.com
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Ready to get started?
Sign up for a free trial or request a demo
of the GoFormz mobile forms platform.
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